VASUNDHRA: THE EARTH RESEARCH PROJECT MONOGRAPH. Edition No. 1

Description: This book have the out come of the small projects on society and environment. This project contain studies of occupational illness and its relations with the environmental pollution. In this book soil pollution and impact of solid waste on agriculture is envisaged though the scientific and field research study. Role of media are so essence in reaching the day to days environmental issues towards people. People's expectations from media are well narrated in this work. Pilgrim places in India are pride of this nation and here governmental agencies try to convert these to tourist places and go on heritage at world level. But there are some sad stories seen in the pilgrimage centers which known because environmental pollution. In this book pilgrimage and pollution are handled with careful and more genuine/reliable observations and leads to conclude with suggestions, which will be applicable to reduce the problem's gravity. Some of the more imperative issues like consumer's approach on green products, noise pollution in busy junctions at Pune city and real estate for environmental conservation are covered for public domain. These book have wide scope of the all types of the readers.
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